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INTRODUCTION 
 

This practice-led research is underpinned by the desire to develop a directing style that is 

more reflective of who I am in terms of my own filmmaking aspirations. My current 

directing technique had been designed to tackle the rigorous constraints of fast turn-

around television drama. As a result, what I consider to be a formulated and homogenised 

form of story-telling is, in my case, contrary to the individualist expression that I now seek. 

The journey that addresses this concern finds orientation in A Man Escaped (1956) by 

French filmmaker Robert Bresson (1901-1999). The mysteriousness that permeates 

Bresson’s cinematic reality, for me exists as a paradoxical quality that adds depth to the 

story, while feeling somehow disconnected to the diegetic. The complex nature that 

appears inherent in Bresson’s filmmaking fascinates me from an artistic perspective and is 

suggestive of a style of filmmaking to which I aspire. Preliminary research on Bresson 

uncovered several film theorists and authors who speculate on Bresson’s methodology.  

These theories range from a reflective mode of filmmaking ‘that detaches [the spectator 

from the narrative and] provokes reflection’ (Sontag 1966, p. 1) to a stylistic mode of 

filmmaking that draws on the conventions of parametric narrative, to suggest meaning 

outside of the diegetic (Bordwell 1985, p. 275). While the latter will become integral to this 

investigation, it is American filmmaker and author Paul Schrader’s (1946-) detailed 

account (1972) of the transcendental style in film, however, that best serves the goals of 

this enquiry. Not only does he offer valuable insight into Bresson’s approach, but unlike 

other opinions, Schrader’s theory postulates—in great detail—the filmmaker’s intention 

and how that culminates within the spectatorial experience. While the spectators 

experience is not a focus in this current practice-led research, it will be used ~ just as 

Schrader uses it ~ as a means to help articulate the transcendental style and the re-

imagined secularised version of the transcendental style. The transcendental style in film 

is, according to Schrader, a religious style of filmmaking. Regardless, Schrader’s definition 

is potentially broad enough to facilitate a re-interpretation beyond any religious 

implications; this becomes a significant factor in terms of my own secular beliefs. While 

making no claim to understand Schrader’s theory from a religious perspective, I propose 

an investigation in order to ascertain what Schrader’s definition of the transcendental 

style—as a theological theory—can offer the secular filmmaker. Mindful of not merely 

replicating the transcendental style, my intention is to interrogate Schrader’s theory 

through a process of re-interpretation. The findings that emerge from this theoretical 
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investigation will then be explored practically and creatively through the development and 

production of a short absurd-fantasy film titled The Dream of the Songstress (Nathan 2018). 

 

In his 1972 book Transcendental Style in Film: Ozu, Bresson, Dreyer, Schrader develops a 

formalistic theory based primarily on the works of Japanese filmmaker Yasujirō Ozu 

(1903-1963), Bresson and to a lesser degree Danish filmmaker Carl Dreyer (1889-1968). 

Each of these three filmmakers investigated by Schrader offer variations on how the 

transcendental style is incorporated into their own practice. For clarity and consistency, 

however, I propose that the work of one filmmaker (Bresson) and not all three be used to 

demonstrate the transcendental style in action. Dreyer’s lack of resolute commitment to 

express the Transcendent, and the interconnectedness between Ozu’s use of the 

transcendental style with his own cultural traditions, add varying degrees of complexity 

that are not inherent in Bresson’s approach. In addition to Bresson’s commitment to 

expressing the Transcendent—a style that is estranged from his European culture—his 

lack of attempt to express his everyday reality (cited in Ayfre 1966, p. 42) is an artistic 

choice that aligns with my own fascinations. Consequently, the transcendental style will be 

interrogated through Bresson’s four prison-cycle films: A Diary of a Country Priest (1951); A 

Man Escaped (1956); Pickpocket (1959); and Joan of Arc (1962). Bresson—along with the 

other two filmmakers—apply specific cinematic techniques that, according to Schrader 

(1972), attempt to express the Transcendent. The Transcendent, as it is referred to here, is 

what I describe as the Eastern Christian definition of another-worldly spiritual realm. 

According to Schrader (1972, p. 5), when the Transcendent is expressed in a film a 

‘religious’ feeling is evoked in the spectator that goes ‘beyond the normal sense experience’. 

Consequently, the expression of the Transcendent in terms of Shrader’s thesis does not 

refer in any way to altered mental states of the mind; it also does not relate to any 

condition that might be evoked by losing oneself, such as: listening to music, through 

ritual, meditation, love, drugs or induced by ‘a deep psychological need’ (Schrader 1972, p. 

6). 

This notion—that the Transcendent is capable of being expressed in the profane world—is 

essential to Schrader’s thesis; this aspect will be investigated in the opening section of the 

first chapter. A section of Chapter One provides background to Schrader’s thinking before 

demonstrating how the three-stage structure of the transcendental style functions. After a 

short illustration of what differentiates the transcendental film from other types of 

religious films, Schrader’s theory will be contextualised within a broader cinematic 
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framework. This will include slow cinema and French philosopher Gilles Deleuze’s (1925-

1995) theory of time-image to offer details on their relationship to the transcendental style. 

Chapter Two begins by introducing David Bordwell’s (1947-) theory of parametric 

narrative. Viewed through the lens of parametric narrative, Schrader’s transcendental style 

is stretched beyond its religious connotations, revealing a stylistic movement away from 

the diegetic; a mise-en-scène that no longer functions to serve the story. From this 

perspective, the diegetic is subordinated; as a result, a non-diegetic value is introduced. 

Under these new conditions, a secularised version of Schrader’s transcendental style seems 

viable. Speculation is further refined in the following second section to evaluate the 

practical application of emerging concepts in the development and production stages of the 

short film The Dream of the Songstress (Nathan 2018).  

 

1. UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSCENDENTAL STYLE  
 

 

1.1 HIEROPHANY 
 

If we regard the Transcendent as an unknowable, disembodied phenomenon, the concept 

that it can be perceived in the profane world may at first appear a somewhat difficult 

matter to reconcile. That is because, quite simply put, the Transcendent—even if it was 

able to exist in the profane world—would be undetectable. Instead, Schrader (1972, p. 6) 

makes it clear that all forms of religious art—which by definition must include the 

transcendental style in film—‘cannot inform one about the Transcendent, can only be 

expressive of the Transcendent’. Much of what Schrader claims is supported by a theory of 

hierophany as posited by Romanian philosopher Mircea Eliade (1907-1986) (1959, p. 11). 

According to Eliade (1959) hierophany demonstrates how the Transcendent can manifest 

itself in an object and be recognised within that object ‘as something wholly different from 

the profane’. In its most elementary form, hierophany has the ability to transform a stone 

or a tree into a sacred stone or a sacred tree, worshipped because the objects reveal 

‘something that is no longer [just a] stone or tree but the sacred’ (Eliade 1959, p. 12). 

Consequently, the Transcendent does not actually exist as a tangible entity as such; it is 

only perceived to be present through the transformation that has taken place. Eliade 

acknowledges the paradoxical notion that an object can remain being the object, while at 
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the same time being regarded as something else. We need only consider the differences in 

the way a sacred object is perceived by a religious person and a non-religious person to 

appreciate how the same object can potentially illicit different meanings. What becomes 

pertinent to a secularised understanding of Schrader’s transcendental style is how 

hierophany can still apply to objects when the religious connotations are removed. These 

objects or places are not transformed by the Transcendent, as such, but are ‘privileged 

places [that are] qualitatively different from all others - a man’s (sic) birthplace, or the 

scenes of his (sic) first love’ (Eliade 1959, p. 24). Just as a sacred object becomes 

transformed into something else through a process of hierophany, a secularised object or 

place—while remaining the same object or place—becomes capable of conveying new 

meaning. This way of perceiving new meaning will become a significant factor in 

formulating a secularised-transcendental style.  

 

 

1.2 A CINEMATIC PRAXIS 
 

Schrader’s transcendental style in film (as will be defined in section 1.3) is a systemic 

process that takes place over three distinct stages. While he does not directly articulate 

how he arrives at these three stages, he does make mention in his book of the three 

movements that film critic Donald S. Skoller (1969, p. 13-22) uses to demonstrate his 

theory of cinematic praxis. Based on a definition related to a theory of dramatic 

presentation, a cinematic praxis for Skoller (1969, p. 13) is a term that specifies a story 

movement that is not recognised as an ‘obvious progression of the narrative line’. Instead it 

is more attuned to a non-narrative mode that describes a character’s ‘spirit or will making 

its way or asserting itself within a set of circumstances’ (Skoller 1969, p. 13). Using 

Bresson’s film A Man Escaped to illustrate the above, the first movement of Skoller’s (1969, 

p. 20) articulation is the imprisonment; here, the world of the story and the protagonist 

Fontaine’s (François Leterrier) desire to escape is established. The second movement is 

the preparation of the escape. Instead of dealing directly with Fontaine making the necessary 

preparations to arrange his escape, however, this stage is mainly concerned with the way 

in which ‘objects [within the mise-en-scène] begin to dominate the presentation … and 

[are] transformed within the given space’ (Skoller 1969, p. 22). In other words, visual 

details draw attention away from the narrative and in doing so appear to take on a more 

suggestive role in the film. The final movement of liberation or freedom is once again 

concerned not so much with the actual events of Fontaine’s escape, but with how the 
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escape is expressed cinematically as a world shrouded in shadow. For Skoller (1969, p. 22) 

this stylistic choice makes it even more difficult for the spectator to recognise and assign 

meaning to the objects and places where Fontaine and his accomplice Jost (Charles Le 

Clainche) actually make their escape. According to Skoller (1969, p. 18) this is explicative 

of a process of de-symbolisation that works to eliminate all spectatorial presuppositions. As 

a result, ‘objects [are] reduced, dissolved and released from the fixities of their assumedly 

identities’ (Skoller 1969, p. 22). The objects within the mise-en-scène appear to exist for 

something other than simply serving the story. Due to this stylisation, a gap of 

comprehension develops between the spectator and the filmmaker’s intention; as a result, 

the spectator is left up to their own resources to resolve any deeper issues related to 

narrative that may arise. These three movements, according to Skoller (1969), 

demonstrate ‘a journey through narrative, graphic and finally plastic levels of being, 

depicting these phases or zones of spirit, themselves, through parallel cinematic 

modalities’. For Skoller, A Man Escaped is the perfect parable of freedom, not only 

expressed in Fontaine’s actual prison escape, but from the way in which Fontaine 

‘extricates himself from the narrative assumptions’. The gap of knowledge that develops as 

a result of this movement away from narrative holds a key to realising a secularised version 

of transcendental style. It is first essential, however, to understand how Skoller’s theory is 

assimilated into Schrader’s theory. 

 

1.3 THREE STAGES OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL STYLE 
 

Based somewhat on Skoller’s three-stage theory, Schrader begins to formulate the 

transcendental style in film. In the first instance Schrader re-designates the three 

movements in Skoller’s theory as stages, then renames them to be more descriptive of the 

stylistic conditions applicable to the transcendental style. These stages are: i) The Everyday; 

ii) Disparity; and iii) Stasis. The function of the first two stages is to initiate a sense of 

spiritual movement that is then brought to an immediate stop in the last stage of stasis. This 

sense of movement is initiated through an aesthetic movement from an abundant means to a 

sparse means. 

 

 

 

 

 
The three-stage movement of the transcendental style in film. 

From abundant means to sparse means. 

Abundant Means                                                                                           Sparse Means Everyday      Disparity      Stasis 
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The terms abundant means and sparse means can be attributed to French Catholic 

philosopher Jacques Maritain (1882-1973). Maritain (cited in Schrader 1972, p. 154) 

claims that the abundant means is concerned with the practicalities of the profane world 

while the sparse means are ‘less burdened by matter … because … they are pure means for 

the virtue of the spirit’ (Schrader 1972, p. 154). For Schrader (1972, p. 158-159), the 

abundant means refers in cinematic terms to ‘cinema’s inherent realism’, pertaining to its 

‘[i]mitative, representational and experiential’ properties. This includes the expressivity of 

story-telling devices usually employed in classically-styled films to sustain spectator 

interest and engender empathy. In total opposition, the sparse means refers to an austere 

aesthetic devoid of such story-telling and spectatorial engaging devices. In its most 

extreme form, a sparse means turns into stasis; a static shot devoid of story progression 

(Schrader 1972, p. 161). The movement from the abundant means to the sparse means is 

initiated through de-symbolising and distancing techniques; such stylisation transforms the 

abundant nature of film. For the spiritually inclined spectator, this movement from the 

abundant to the sparse might be somewhat suggestive of a sacred purification of sorts.  

 

 

1.3 (i) STAGE ONE - THE EVERYDAY 
 

This progression towards the sparse means in the first stage—via the stylisation of the 

everyday—is demonstrated in the way that Bresson ‘ruthlessly strips [objects and] action 

of their significance’ (Schrader 1972, p. 63). Large movements all the way through to small 

gestures are performed in a mundane, nonchalant way. In some cases, what might have 

been conventionally considered as essential and significant actions are instead relegated to 

an off-screen event. This can be observed in A Man Escaped when Fontaine is recaptured 

after a failed getaway attempt in the opening sequence. The action of the German guards 

firing a single round and taking Fontaine back into custody is subordinated to a 

background action, visible only through the vehicle’s small side window. This action 

becomes anti-dramatic and communicates little if any meaning at all. Deliberately blocking 

emotional and intellectual interaction in this way leaves little opportunity for the spectator 

to ‘apply his [or her] natural interpretative devices’ (Schrader 1972, p. 70); a requirement 

usually considered an essential undertaking in facilitating a spectatorial engagement with a 

classically-styled film. By superficially impeding the spectator’s emotions, the everyday 

stylisation can be, as Schrader recognises, understandably boring. The only redeemable 

option according to Schrader (1972) appears to exist in the spectator’s ability to recognise 
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the strange quality that permeates the screen; serving as a dummy forewarning of 

something more than just a non-expressive everyday stylisation. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
1.3 (ii) STAGE TWO - DISPARITY 
 

As the film progresses into the second stage of the triad process, the tension between the 

abundant means and the sparse means becomes more apparent in the protagonist’s 

growing alienation from their environment. What appears to be a growing passion takes 

over the protagonist and eventually turns into an uncontrollable obsession. The disparity 

stage, according to Schrader (1972, p. 70), is initially perceived by the spectator as being 

emotionally driven. Yet, as the disparity persists and gradually worsens, it becomes 

apparent that the developing imbalance is not caused by anything intrinsic to the 

protagonist’s emotional or mental state, nor is it derived from other characters—

irrespective of how antagonistic they might appear to be towards the protagonist 

(Schrader 1972, p. 73). Instead, the cause of conflict, according to Schrader (1972) ‘seems 

Fontaine’s recapture relegated to an action barely discernible through the side window. 
A Man Escaped (1956) 
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to originate from a greater, [unknown] external source’. In Diary of a Country Priest for 

example, Priest of Ambricourt (Claude Laydu) suffers a sickness caused by cancer of the 

stomach. He is confronted with the failing of his ministry and lacks the ability to 

effectively deal with the sin he believes has possessed the world. As if driven by an 

irresistible force, however, the Priest chooses not to make any attempt to treat or rectify any 

of these personal conditions. If anything, he exacerbates them by refusing nourishing food 

and accepting the agony of his failings as a priest; he allows himself to move towards 

martyrdom, seeking death over life. Schrader (1972, p. 77) regards this as a response ‘to a 

special call’ that develops in the protagonist as a strange obsession to fulfil the desires of 

this unknown source.  

 

 

1.3 (iii) STAGE THREE - STASIS 
 

Having endured the film’s suppressive presentation through the first two stages of the 

transcendental style process, the spectator is finally rewarded with a moment of 

expressivity that breaks through the blandness of the everyday stylisation. This moment 

initiates what Schrader (1972, p. 79) terms the ‘decisive action’, a precursor to the third 

and final stage of stasis. The decisive action is somewhat inconsistent with the other 

aspects of the transcendental style in that it does not relate in totality to any action that 

takes place on the screen. Instead, as Schrader (1972) states, it is more ‘audience-

orientated’ and reliant on the spectator to allocate the protagonist’s irrational behaviour to 

the unknown external source. If predisposed to the existence of a controlling force—as the 

notion of God may be to a religious person—the spectator may more readily accept the 

existence of a force beyond the control of the protagonist; if not predisposed to such 

concepts, then the spectator is likely to reject the film’s intention to express the 

Transcendent. The decisive moment for Schrader on-screen can be induced through 

various visual and narrative means, including ‘a blast of music, [or] an overt symbol.’ In 

Diary of a Country Priest, the decisive moment occurs with the sound of a train whistle 

blowing, just as a tracking shot ends on a close-up of the Priest. The decisive moment in 

Pickpocket occurs as a miraculous revelation when Michel (Martin LaSalle), who has been 

established as an ‘uncaring man within an unfeeling environment’ (Schrader 1972, p. 81) 

expresses his deep love for a woman for whom he has shown no previous romantic 

interest. The moment that triggers the decisive action also takes place over an extended 

period of time. In A Man Escaped, the spectator is asked to accept Fontaine’s ‘concomitant 
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and all-important acceptance of grace in the person of Jost’ (Schrader 1972, p. 79) as the 

escape unfolds; in all cases this moment of acceptance constitutes a kind of hierophany 

taking place. The action taking place on-screen no longer represents the protagonist’s 

desire alone, but means something far greater. In religious terms, the whole film is 

sanctified through the spectator’s acceptance of a divine intervention. Affirmation of this 

spiritual entity is expressed in the film by a frozen moment (as stasis).  

 

Appearing directly after the transformative decisive action, the spectator is presented with 

a motionless image that is designed to encapsulate the spiritual as coexisting alongside the 

physical; a world ‘in which all phenomena [that have occurred in the film are] more or less 

expressive of a larger reality, the Transcendent’ (Schrader 1972, p. 83). In The Trial of Joan 

of Arc, the moment of hierophany (double meaning) occurs when the spectator sees (refer 

to image below) both the charred remains of Joan’s physical body and also ‘the spiritual 

expression of Joan’s martyrdom’ (Schrader 1972, p. 83). In addition to an image cloaked 

in stillness, the moment of stasis can also be expressed as a story with no place left to go. 

According to Schrader (1972), although the movement of the story ceases, the spectator’s 

psychological movement—initiated from the degeneration of the abundant means to the 

sparse means—continues to be experienced. This movement continues ‘into the [static] 

image … beyond the province of art’; for Schrader ‘this is the “miracle” of sacred art’ 

(Schrader 1972, p. 161). 

 

 
 The charred remains symbolise Joan’s martyrdom. 

The Trial of Joan of Arc (1962) 
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The way in which the transcendental style is able to express the Transcendent is, 

according to Schrader (1972, p. 85), based on two presumptions: i) that the spectator 

preserves a ‘natural impulse for emotional stability’ and as a result, emotions are active and 

ii) that ‘disparity is an emotional experience’. As such, the disparity between the abundant 

and sparse means initiates an emotional strain on the spectator. For Schrader (2018, p. 3), 

this is experienced by the spectator as a ‘sense of unease [that the spectator] must resolve.’ 

When confronted with the decisive action, the spectator is presented with the opportunity 

or space to rectify their emotional unbalance. Figuratively speaking, the emotions rush into 

the narrative void in the hope of regaining stability. It quickly becomes apparent, however, 

that this is futile; the emotions are proven to be unreliable and remain in a state of flux. It 

is now left up to the spectator to reject their emotional needs and engage with the film on a 

more cognitive level, in the hope of solving the dilemma and restoring balance. It is from 

this place of mental awareness that the spectator is able to acknowledge the expression of 

the Transcendent. In other words, the transcendental style does not evoke a 

transcendental experience in the spectator, but conveys an expression of that which, by 

definition, transcends emotional feeling. The undergoing of this spectatorial experience is 

reflected back to the spectator in the form of pictorial or narrative stasis. In this moment it 

is conceivable that the spectator must succumb to their inability to engage with the film 

psychologically, as they might expect when viewing a classically-styled film. In this sense, 

the spectator transcends conventional spectatorship; even if only for a brief moment, their 

eyes are opened to seeing the film from an emotionally detached perspective. The spectator 

is now able to recognise that the action taking place on-screen exists as an expression of 

something far greater than the closed world of the narrative. In this sense, the mystery of 

life lingers through the stillness and quietness of the final frame. 

 

 

1.4 NOT YOUR TYPICAL RELIGIOUS FILM 
 

According to Schrader (1972, p. 162), filmmakers have been interested in expressing the 

Transcendent on film since the late nineteenth century when the Lumiére Brothers 

(Encyclopedia Britanica 2014) produced the first religious film, The Passion in 1897. Yet 

despite the numerous religious films that exist, many of these have failed in the eyes of 

Schrader (1972, p. 162), owing to the filmmaker’s insistence on producing films ‘of the 

“spectacular” or “inspirational”’. These include those films that draw on an abundant 

means of expression to stimulate spectatorial identification and empathetic engagement 
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(Schrader 1972, p. 164). Playing on ‘an act of belief’ (Sobchack 2008, p. 198) between the 

spectator’s ‘lived bod[y] and the visions and sounds expressed by the screen’, a film such 

as The Song of Bernadette by Henry King (1943) sublimates the experience of transcendence 

‘ex-stasis’ in a literal dramatisation that relies on a figural abstraction. This strategy is 

illustrated in this particular film (refer to image below) by the way in which Bernadette’s 

(Jennifer Jones) vision of the Beautiful Lady (Linda Darnell) is framed and separated 

from the materially immanent story world. As Sobchack explains: 

 

[A] veritable change in the wind and weather are her annunciation and the sudden 
presence of choral music and a shimmering halo around her figure abstract and mark off 
Bernadette’s experience as transcendent and the lady as transcendental.  

 (Sobchack 2008, p. 199) 
 

 

For Schrader (1972, p. 165), the implementation of such classically-styled conventions are 

designed to fulfil ‘the viewer’s fantasy that spirituality can be achieved vicariously’.  

 

 
 

 

 

Observations corresponding with this thinking are preceded by French Roman Catholic 

film critic and theorist André Bazin (1918-1958). According to Nolan (2009, p. 11) Bazin 

is regarded by some as being the first person to formulate a ‘constructive and religiously 

informed’ theory in film. He locates these so-called failed attempts into three categories of 

religious films: catechism-in-pictures, hagiographies and priest/nun stories. According to Bazin 

A dramatisation that relies on figural abstraction. 
The Song of Bernadette (1943) 
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(cited in Nolan 2009) these types of religious films attempt to express the Transcendent by 

exploiting the sacramental richness of the Roman Catholic Church; in so doing, however, 

they render the work insignificant in religious terms. Instead, Bazin advocates for a ‘filmic 

Protestantism’ style that denotes a ‘simplicity or economy of cinematic style’ (cited in 

Nolan 2009, p. 11). For example, a film like Diary of a Country Priest exists ‘outside the 

usual dramatic categories’ (Bazin 1998, p. 33). As Bazin (1998) further claims, it is 

demonstrative of a film that makes no attempt to express the Transcendent as a 

supernatural cinematic element (cited in Nolan 2009, p. 11); rather, Bazin recognises that 

this ‘stylistic economy’ is exemplified in Bresson’s films. Through the ‘paring away [of] 

dramatic dialogue, casting amateurs and beginners, and stripping down bare his characters 

[Bresson achieves] a form of aesthetic abstraction’ (Nolan 2009). Whilst not advocating 

for a political agenda, Bresson’s abstraction functions in much the same way as the 

defamiliarisation effects of Brecht’s (cited in Mumford 2009, p. 61) Verfremdung; 1 it allows 

the spectator ‘to recognise its subject, but at the same time makes it seem unfamiliar’. 

According to Mumford (2009) Brecht also acknowledges that defamiliarisation techniques 

are utilised by various artists across disciplines ‘who have sought to arouse new, or 

revitalise old, perceptions through a process of ‘making strange’. This strangeness that 

pervades the screen in a Bresson film is a quality I will be seeking to preserve in a 

secularised-transcendental style.  

 

 

1.5 CONTEXUALISING THE TRANSCENDENTAL STYLE   
 
(IN BROADER SCREEN THEORY) 
 

According to Schrader (2018, p. 3) the transcendental style belongs to ‘part of a larger 

[cinematic] movement, the movement away from narrative’. For Schrader (2018) this 

movement coincides historically with a loss, or at least an erosion of faith and rationality 

that emerged as a result of World War II [WWII]. According to Deleuze (cited in 

Schrader 2018), the history of film falls into two perceptual periods: that of the movement-

image—dominant from the inception of film—and that of the time-image—which came into 

fruition post-WWII. Branigan and Buckland (2013a) inform that the movement-image 

pertains to a perception of motion, initiated by an antagonistic force that affects the 

characters’ lives depicted in the story to ultimately bring about a qualitative change. The 
                                                
1 The term verfremdung refers to an alienation effect used by Brecht to help distance his audience.  
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ability for the spectator to interpret this movement is achieved through an approach to 

narrative and montage that complies ‘with a recognisable, normative logic’ (Beckman 

2017, ch. 4). According to Beckman (2017), Deleuze refers to this logic as a ‘sensory-

motor schema’ that ‘underlines our reliance on conceptions of causality, consistency and 

truth’. Beckman (2017) goes on to explain that the movement-image delivers a film that 

complies to our understanding and appreciation of the world in which we live; an 

approach to filmmaking that ‘dominates the narrative logic of contemporary mainstream 

cinema’. The transition from the movement-image to the time-image occurred when a 

growing number of filmmakers began to subvert the sensory-motor schema; they were 

producing films that reflected the ways humanity viewed a post-holocaust world. This was 

a world that Deleuze (1989, p. xi) described as being haunted by ‘situations which we no 

longer know how to react to … spaces which we no longer know how to describe’. 

Deleuze (cited in Beckman 2017, ch. 4) identifies this trend originating in the neorealist 

cinema practiced by Italian filmmakers such as Roberto Rossellini (1906-1977), Vittorio 

de Sica (1901-1974), Federico Fellini (1920-1993) and non-Italian filmmakers which 

include Orson Welles (1915-1985). The aspect of the time-image that is pertinent to this 

current investigation stems from what Deleuze (1989) called the ‘irrational cut’. Schrader 

(2018) provides an example of a classically mainstream styled film that abides by the 

movement-image schema, denoted by an edit that would occur at the moment a woman 

exits one room and enters another. If the camera was to linger in the empty room after the 

woman had exited, however, or if the next cut showed a tree bending in a strong wind—

before then cutting back to the woman already in the second room—this would constitute 

an irrational cut where the edit is not determined by the continuous movement of the 

woman. In broader terms, the movement-image of the classically-styled film—based on 

cause and effect editing—articulates a ‘clear exposition of a situation which sets up a 

fundamental conflict to be resolved by the progress of the narrative’ (Stam 2000, p. 260). 

In contrast, the time-image is based on discontinuity, which—in addition to telling clear 

and univocal stories—is seeking something Schrader (2018, p. 5) observes to 

‘communicate with the unconscious and the ways in which [the] unconscious processes 

memories, fantasies and dreams’. In this sense, the relationship that film seeks to 

participate in with the spectator can be said to be split between two levels: the level of 

narrative and the level of what Deleuze (1989, p. 23) refers to as ‘camera-consciousness’. 

As Deleuze (1989) explains, the concept of a camera-consciousness not only liberates itself 

from the decipherable nature of the sensory-motor schema; in terms of this current 
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investigation, it also provides the means by which a film is able to evoke mental 

connections and provoke philosophical thought in the spectator. This is brought about by 

the spectator’s expectations of a cause and effect movement being placed on hold. At this 

point in time the narrative takes a back seat while the spectator attempts to rationalise the 

disruption. If the narrative continues to move forward, the disruption is at best recorded 

by the spectator as an unresolved occurrence and discarded in favour for the unfolding 

story. On the other hand, if the narrative is placed on hold for an extended duration, then 

the spectator has longer time to consider more options. American film critic Jonathan 

Rosenbaum (1943-) (cited in Schrader 2018, p. 8–9) describes these moments as the ‘pedal 

point’; ‘when you hold a chord for a long time it become[s] meditative, because it gives you 

time to think and almost makes a demand of your imagination’. In other words, a 

seemingly unmotivated interruption has the potential, if extended over a period of time, to 

evoke a sense of contemplation. Viewing experiences of this type have been identified as a 

‘constitutive temporal feature’ (De Luca 2016, p. 1) in a style of filmmaking known as slow 

cinema. For Schrader (2018, p. 32), slow cinema can be divided up into three main 

tendencies: the surveillance camera; the art gallery; and the mandala. The surveillance camera 

describes a cinema that leans towards the observational; the art gallery towards a cinema 

of pure imagery; and the mandala—in which the transcendental style is situated—towards 

a meditative cinema. 

 

The theories of slow cinema can be traced back to Bazin (cited in De Luca 2014, p. 7) who 

argues for a photographic realism made possible via the ontological relationship that exists 

between the camera and the reality it records. Unlike other representational arts that can 

express recognisable objects, Bazin (cited in De Luca 2014, p. 2–3) asserts that due to the 

impersonality of a mechanical apparatus and an ‘optico-chemical process … the objective 

world [is able to] leave its ‘mould’, ‘trace’ or ‘imprint’ on the photographic film’. In this 

sense, cinema does not need to rely on human intervention to capture the real world. This 

concept is exemplified in the long take, a term that ‘refers to the relatively extended 

temporal duration of an unedited cinematic shot’ (Branigan & Buckland 2013c, p. 271). 

Schrader (2018, p. 10-11) demonstrates the spectatorial experience of a long take by 

describing the Lumiere Brothers’ first movie Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (1895): a train 

pulls up at a station and for fifty seconds the spectator observes the passengers getting on 

and off the train. If, however, the clip was slowed down to five minutes or even five hours, 

Schrader questions how our viewing experience or relationship with what we are watching 
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might change; there is little doubt that a spectator’s mind would begin to wonder. Initial 

interest in the actual event would eventually wane and attention might roam to other 

elements within the frame. For example, interest might jump from observing the individual 

personalities of the people who get on and off the train to admiring the way that trains 

were constructed in the 1800’s. What becomes relevant is how the long take can result in 

the spectator finding and establishing new relationships with the image that are not 

necessarily narrative orientated. Based on ‘de-centered and understated modes of 

storytelling, and a pronounced emphasis on quietude and the everyday’ (De Luca 2016, p. 

1), slow cinema encourages a viewing position that is not reliant on the psychological 

journey of the protagonist; such spectatorship as this resists more mainstream conventions. 

In classically-styled cinema, the narrative usually revolves around the protagonist who sets 

the story in motion, with a desire to attain a specific goal (Bordwell & Thompson 2010, p. 

210). While variations abound, Bordwell and Thompson (2010) assert that this typically 

sets up a story goal that the protagonist moves towards in a cause and effect schematic. 

‘The principal causal agency is thus the character, a discriminated individual endowed 

with a consistent batch of evident traits, qualities, and behaviors’ (Bordwell 1987a, p. 157). 

As Bordwell (1987a) points out, for a spectator to engage with a classically-styled film they 

need to identify with the character; primarily the main character or protagonist, as they 

navigate a ‘character-centered’ causality in their quest to achieve a goal. If we compare a 

classically-styled film protagonist with any one of the four protagonists in Bresson’s 

prison-cycle films, various degrees of discrepancy can be detected; these all work contrary, 

however, to the requirements of a classically-styled film narrative. As a result, the 

spectator is denied access to the film’s meaning in the conventional manner.  

 

This notion of distancing the spectator is a significant strategy in Schrader’s theory, 

encourage a cognitive viewing position from which the spectator becomes conscious of an 

expression of the Transcendent. For the secular filmmaker however, a cognitive viewing 

position would not be required to function for the same religious outcomes. Instead of 

bringing an expression of the Transcendent to fruition, a cognitive viewing position would 

only be necessary if it were to engender a specific secular intention; otherwise, a willing 

spectator might be left to contemplate a film about nothing. Tracing back Schrader’s 

theory has uncovered heirophany and the notion of cinematic praxis. Both concepts—that 

of a double meaning within an image and a movement away from narrative—have 

facilitated a deeper understanding of the transcendental style. They have also helped in 
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determining a non-religious perspective in which the transcendental style can be 

interrogated. With regards to finding a purpose for a cognitive viewing position, however, 

and in terms of a secularised-transcendental style, Schrader’s theory offers no such advice. 

In response, I propose taking a temporary detour from Schrader’s theory in an effort to 

shed more light on how a secularised version of Schrader’s transcendental style might be 

possible. 

 

2. TOWARDS A SECULARISED-TRANSCENDENTAL 
STYLE IN FILM 
 

The limitations of the transcendental style can be attributed to the formalistic approach 

that Schrader (1972) takes in order to argue for a religious style of filmmaking. 

Consequently, I suggest drawing on the theory of parametric narrative as posited by 

Bordwell (1985, p. 274-310). Not only is Bordwell’s theory comparable with aspects of 

Schrader’s formal approach, but it is unencumbered by religious connotations. The 

objective is to stretch Schrader’s thinking just enough to allow a secular way of thinking to 

penetrate his concepts and ideas; facilitating a reinterpreted form of filmmaking that is no 

longer contingent on a religious premise. 

 
 
2.1 WITH THE HELP OF PARAMETRIC NARRATIVE 
 

The theory of parametric narrative relies on a similar formalistic strategy that makes up 

the transcendental style in film. This is so much so that Bordwell (1985, p. 305) not only 

accredits the same three filmmakers—Ozu, Bresson and Dreyer—as being exemplary, but 

also claims that parametric narration ‘helps reveal the formal causes of that aura of 

mystery and transcendence which viewers and critics commonly attribute to Bresson’s 

work’. In his book Narration in the Fiction Film (1987), Bordwell (1987b) acknowledges the 

early Russian Formalists for theorising on the dissimilarities that exist between the story 

being represented and the way in which the same story is encountered by the spectator. 

The story—what the Formalists refer to as the fabula 2—never exists on screen in a 

material sense. Instead, as Bordwell insists, the spectator is required to construct their own 

                                                
2 Fabula refers to the chronological order of story events in terms of a cause and effect schema.  
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understanding of the story as it is presented in the syuzhet 3 (sometimes referred to as plot). 

The syuzhet may or may not be faithful to the sequential order of the fabula as is 

demonstrated in Pulp Fiction (Tarantino, 1994). In this example of an anachronistic 

narrative structure, the syzhet functions as a dramaturgical process to retard the 

spectator’s desire to construct a logical and satisfying fabula. Justification for doing this 

can range from artistic reasoning to strategies encouraging a cognitive engagement. In 

addition to re-ordering the fabula, according to Bordwell (1978b, p. 50) the syuzhet 

presentation is capable of being manipulated and redefined through the use of various 

filmic techniques. In other words, cinematic ‘style reacts with syuzhet’ (Bordwell 1987b). 

Perhaps the most conventional way a filmmaker is able to manipulate the syuzhet is, for 

Bordwell (2009, p. 183), to help communicate or clarify meaning; a function that occurs 

predominantly in classically-styled cinema to ‘reinforce the causal, temporal, and spatial 

arrangement of events in the syuzhet’. Under these circumstances, Bordwell (1987b, p. 

275) declares that the ‘stylistic patterns [created with cinematic techniques] tend to be 

vehicles for the syuzhet’s process of cueing us to construct the fabula’. This may refer to a 

close-up shot of a character to highlight a reaction that is crucial to understanding the 

chain of logic in the cause and effect scheme of the fabula. In this sense, stylistic choices 

work hand-in-hand with the syuzhet to influence the comprehensibility of the fabula by 

way of meaning. In addition to this application, stylistic choices can also be employed for 

generative duties, such as withholding story information. This can be made possible via a 

restrictive camera position hiding elements within the mise-en-scène or an edit that omits 

vital information.  

 

According to Bordwell (2009, p. 181), in a classically-styled film, the cinematic techniques 

used to manipulate the syuzhet tend to go unnoticed by the spectator because they remain 

‘subordinate to diegetic factors’. In what Bordwell (1987c) refers to as a parametric mode 

of narration, hierarchy is reversed, and the diegetic factors become subordinate to the 

stylistic choices. Imposing its own patterns onto the syuzhet, the stylistic choice creates a 

self-referential quality that becomes capable—if designed, as Bordwell (1987c, p. 277) 

suggests—of creating its own discreet level of narration. As Bordwell (1987c, p. 280) 

informs us, however, such a result can only be achieved when the spectator is unable to 

assign any diegetic motivation to the imposed stylistic patterning. For Bordwell (1987c, p. 

285), the parametric narration requires an ‘internal coherence’ before the style can obtain 

                                                
3 Syuzhet refers to the way narrative is represented on screen. 
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prominence—in terms of meaning—over the whole film. Just as Bordwell (1987c) 

describes it, in the first instance this requires ‘establishing a distinctive, often unique 

intrinsic stylistic norm’; this immediately sets up a generative screen that impacts in one way 

or another on the spectator’s interpretation of the unfolding syuzhet. For the filmmaker, 

two possible strategies exist that can be employed to achieve this result. The first strategy 

is a ‘replete’ approach, which according to Bordwell (1987c) is where the filmmaker 

exploits stylistic conventions to increase the presence of a formalistic expression; this 

abundant use of style helps to draw attention to itself. One good example is the film Vivre 

sa vie (Godard, 1962). Here French filmmaker Jean Luc Godard (1930-) exploits a 

seemingly infinite range of camera set-ups and varied editing patterns that ‘create[s] the 

stylistic event that the narration permutes’(Bordwell 1985, p. 286). In opposition to the 

replete approach—and more aligned with Bresson’s artistic sensibilities—the second 

strategy is what Bordwell (1987c) refers to as the Ascetic or Sparse approach. This is where 

‘the film limits its norm to a narrower range of procedures than are [typically] codified in 

other extrinsic norms’ (Bordwell 1985, p. 285). In this instance, a filmmaker restricts their 

style to a reduced expression, just as Bresson does in his prison-cycle films. The main 

function of parametric narration (irrespective of which strategy is employed), appears 

therefore to persistently complicate the syuzhet and in so doing obscures the emerging 

fabula. This results in a sense of uncertainty pertaining to the spectatorial experience. It 

also triggers a connotative level of engagement in the film, encouraging the spectator to 

think through that which is ultimately resistant to interpretation (Bordwell 1985, p. 289). 

By applying the rhetorical understanding of parametric narrative, the stylistic pattern in 

Bresson’s sparse means emerges as a creative tactic that impacts on the unfolding syuzhet. 

Not only obstructive to the spectator’s ability to interpret the image, the stylistic patterning 

also adds its own level of narrative. In other words, the spectator senses that they are 

watching—or at least experiencing—two very different layers of text emerging from the 

same frame. Returning to an analysis of A Man Escaped, the opening scene uses the concept 

of parametric narration as a point of departure, to provide an alternative understanding for 

how Bresson’s distancing techniques can function to create new meaning that is not 

necessarily religious. As previously described, Fontaine leaps out of the vehicle to make his 

escape. Instead of the camera following his movements outside of the vehicle however—a 

convention we might expect in a classically-styled film—the camera remains stationary on 

the empty back seat. In this instance, it is conceivable that the spectator’s attention 

momentarily shifts from the diegetic action unfolding as they attempt to resolve the 
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disruption initiated by Bresson’s empty frame. I will now term this new non-diegetic space 

that the spectator contemplates a non-diegetic value. 

 

As previously stated, a main character in a transcendental-styled film is not presented as 

the dominant agent of cause and effect; any desire for the spectator to engage with the film 

on an emotional or psychological level is in fact denied. Such a detached viewing position 

is further complicated by the strategy of the everyday stylisation; as a result, a willing 

spectator is encouraged to seek a cognitive viewing position and to contemplate the 

disruptions. It is from this viewing position that I propose that an expression of the 

Transcendent can be located. By applying the same rationale, it stands to reason that a 

spectator is also capable of engaging in a secularised-transcendental-styled film on a 

cognitive level. Yet, in a secularised-transcendental-styled film, such a religious evocation 

is not called. If we take into account Bordwell’s theory of parametric narrative, a second 

layer of narrative is made possible through a stylistic patterning. Independent of narrative, 

this new meaning exists as a non-diegetic value outside the constraints of the diegetic. 

Rather than there being an expression of the Transcendent, it becomes possible that a 

spectator cognitively engaged with a secularised-transcendental-styled film may be in a 

position to recognise the non-diegetic value. As to whether the spectator finds the non-

diegetic value a possible source of meaning that is worthwhile contemplating, is up to the 

individual to determine. Regardless, having to negotiate a film in this way will no doubt 

present a hurdle undeserving of any effort, unless the spectator hopes to uncover a deeper, 

hidden meaning.  

 

From this purely theoretical perspective, a secularised-transcendental style appears to be 

taking form. The movement from abundance to sparse means that takes place over 

Schrader’s three-stage structure, however, is yet to be accounted for; certainly at least, in a 

non-religious sense. Nor is Schrader’s second stage of disparity if we consider this a 

conflict that exists as a result of a divine force. Resolving of these issues, as I will 

demonstrate, is better suited to the practical component of this investigation. In this sense, 

the development and production of my short film The Dream of the Songstress, not only 

serves as a method in which to test the practical application of the emerging techniques, 

but it is also integral in determining what Schrader’s definition of the transcendental 

style—as a theological theory—can offer the secular filmmaker. As a result of a circular 
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process of practice-informing-research-informing-practice schema, The Dream of the 

Songstress does not sit alongside this research, but within the methodology undertaken.  

 
 
2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION STAGES 
 

The following account will demonstrate how an emerging, secularised understanding of 

Schrader’s transcendental style has permeated and informed the creative choices made 

during the development and production of my short film The Dream of the Songstress 

(Nathan, 2018). In addition, a practical understanding of the movement from abundance 

to sparse means as well as some clarity around how disparity can be achieved in a non-

religious context, will be investigated. It must also be noted, however, that the demands of 

a short, absurd-fantasy film with regards to genre conventions—not to mention the 

individualist expression that I seek—will no doubt demand something from a secularised-

transcendental style that a straight drama or comedy might not. With this is mind, it is 

possible that aspects of these findings have been manipulated to suit the absurd-fantasy 

style of the film and my own personal requirements. Furthermore, as previously 

mentioned, it is not my intention to replicate the cinematic techniques laid out in 

Schrader’s theory to then apply them verbatim, in order to reproduce a replica 

transcendental-styled film (albeit a secularised version of one). Nor am I setting out to 

produce a film that could be necessarily considered transcendental in any shape or form. 

Instead it is to ascertain what I can learn, as a secular filmmaker, from Schrader’s 

theological theory. 

 

The Dream of the Songstress is a short, absurd-fantasy film set in a strange coastal community 

whose members have charge over a dream experience that is being offered to women. This 

dream, however, is malfunctioning and no longer delivers the utopian paradise that it is 

supposed to. Under questionable conditions, unsuspecting women are lured to the village 

expecting to experience the dream of a lifetime; instead, their role becomes to keep the 

broken dream going. The dream’s only purpose is to provide comfort to those who have 

already encountered the dream and who are now unable to accept that their dream is over.  
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In an effort to realise a unique, absurd-fantasy experience, the narrative structure 

inadvertently turned towards the poetic, and the production design was embellished with 

suggestive symbolism; as a result, the film quickly became cluttered with multifarious 

meaning. With a more classically-styled film, this may not have been such a concern. In 

keeping consistent with the emerging secularised-transcendental style however, it became 

apparent that any pronounced meaning within the mise-en-scène would have to be 

removed. If any single element within the frame appeared to have too much meaning, a 

non-diegetic value was not possible. In order to create a non-diegetic value, a process of 

mitigating meaning from the mise-en-scène became a high priority; the method that I 

employed developed into what I now term a process of nullification. The process of 

nullification begins during scriptwriting and remains consistent over the various stages of 

production. This process is not random and is based on the principles of parametric 

narrative; it also works in accordance with Schrader’s transcendental style.  

 

 

2.2 (i) SCRIPT 
 

During the scriptwriting stage, I explored the idea of developing a story that was aligned 

with the principles of the developing secularised-transcendental style. This included the 

process of nullification, which in script terms meant a narrative that was sufficiently 

obscured enough—in terms of meaning—to distance the spectator and open up a non-

diegetic value. To achieve this, the narrative was developed into several distinct storylines: 

the journey of the two main Songstresses; the former Songstresses; the actual dream— 

Production design helped to create an absurd-fantasy reality 
The Dream of the Songstress (Nathan, 2018) 
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including the journey of the two Organ Grinders—and finally, the Carer’s story. As 

Robert McKee (1999, p. 49) asserts, there is little doubt that a multi-plot narrative—as 

used in The Dream of the Songstress with its multiple protagonists— ‘minimalises the roller-

coaster dynamic of the Archplot’. On this occasion, however, while early picture edits 

showed promise of a unique film experience, too many main stories threatened to 

overcomplicate the film. As to whether the process of nullification can be successfully 

applied to scriptwriting, remains to be explored in future research. Nonetheless, in order 

to compensate, the Carer—who undergoes the least amount of character change—was 

promoted to main character status. This was accomplished through editing and assigning a 

voice-over to the Carer. In addition to drawing attention away from the other characters 

and providing a central focus, the Carer’s voice-over was intended to function as an 

expositional tool to provide some logic to a narrative that suffered from an over-zealous 

process of nullification. It was not until hearing the juxtaposition of the voice-over against 

the visual mise-en-scène, however, that the impact of the Carer’s voice-over become 

evident. When laid over footage that had been carefully designed to visually nullify 

meaning, the voice-over quickly dominated the film. Words spoken in the narration—in a 

film that otherwise only has two lines of dialogue—took on too much unintended meaning; 

this resulted in an elevation of the Carer’s narrative responsibility and a lessening of the 

more subtler aspects of the film. Several attempts have been made to rectify this issue, 

including the actors’ delivery style and a change in the narration text. The voice-over, 

however, remains problematic and acts as a reminder of the challenging aspects of 

conducting research-through-practice. While the voice-over will be dealt with further 

down the track (beyond submission as part of this thesis), the voice-over remains in the 

film to highlight the difficulties associated with the process of nullification and to 

encourage further debate. 

 

 

2.2 (ii) PERFORMANCE 
  

Restricted by a limited schedule, a total of four acting workshops took place to explore 

non-expressivity in performance. Bresson’s (cited in Schrader 1972, p. 65) claim that 

conventional psychological performance ‘humanises the spiritual’ served as a cautionary 

word of advice and helped to establish a criterion for developing characters. In 

maintaining a consistency with the process of nullification, performances were stripped of 

meaning to minimise any threat of a character dominating a scene and putting the potential 
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of a non-diegetic value at risk. Workshops began with exercises influenced by Bresson’s 

(1997, p. 32) methodology of rehearsing ten to twenty times to reach an automatic 

performance and eliminate actor thinking. In a less severe approach, actors here explored 

actions and gestures within a scene without attaching any emotion or intention to the 

performance. With backgrounds in conventional drama training, most actors found this to 

be a challenging undertaking. As greater levels of non-expressivity were reached, however, 

performances began to fall flat; characters became dehumanised and a sense of remoteness 

dominated. In an effort to rectify this issue—staying mindful to not draw too much 

attention to the narrative—I devised an exercise whereby the actors focused on an aspect 

of themselves that, for them, evoked a sense of vulnerability. Unlike the Stanislavski 

method acting style that requires the actor to ‘imagin[e] what [their] character wants’ 

(O’Brien 2010, p. 1) the actors in the current workshop connected with their own life 

histories and did not try to engineer an emotion to suit a particular situation. The 

performances that were most captivating occurred when the actor was able to detach from 

the action of the script completely. This introduced an unexpected layer of non-diegetic 

meaning that fluctuated between the actor’s uncertainty and the expression of 

vulnerability. This new meaning emerges in much the same way that Bordwell (1987c) 

describes the function of parametric narrative. In this sense, a performance that is 

detached from the script—yet expressed through the frame of vulnerability, as described 

above—has the potential to create a new layer of meaning beyond the diegetic concerns of 

the script. This in turn reveals an incongruity between the character and their environment 

that aligns conceptually with Schrader’s concept of disparity. The rehearsed performance, 

therefore, produced a non-religious version of disparity that also confirmed that its validity 

is not reliant on divine influence. As a result of this new finding—and for a secularised-

transcendental style to be determined—a non-religious understanding of the movement, 

from abundance to sparse means, is now required.  

 

 

2.2 (iii) PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
 

During the production stage and as a general rule of thumb, once a scene was blocked 

with actors, a suitable camera position and focal length of lens was decided upon; this was 

done so by the degree in which the framing would nullify the action in terms of meaning. 

What was settled on in most instances was a wide composition that relegated the negative 

space with importance, thereby reducing the significance of the action. This process of 
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nullifying meaning within the syuzhet was applied to all aspects of the mise-en-scène. At 

times this required removing an object that called too much attention to itself. At other 

times this meant making an object more prominent in-frame, taking the focus away from 

other more dominating elements. As was the case with the scripting and performance, the 

 

 

 
 
 
 

aim was to reduce meaning in the diegetic world to allow space for new meaning to 

emerge. Complications to this approach occurred when an element was nullified or 

removed, then another element—which had previously been insignificant and barely 

noticeable—suddenly became dominant. In this sense, the process of nullification only 

diverted meaning from one object to another; getting the balance right proved to be a 

challenge. At other times this process created interesting relationships between elements 

and facilitated new ways of generating spectatorial interest. An example of this takes place 

in a simple scene that was originally scripted to show the Carer vacuuming. After all the 

expressiveness was removed from the performance—and a wide static shot was employed 

to further deny the spectator access to the Carer—the scene became predominantly about 

the act of vacuuming. When another character is shown placed outside the house, 

however, her presence competes with the foreground action. Attention is drawn away 

from the vacuuming and, as a result, the act of vacuuming is nullified. What becomes 

interesting in this situation is the tension that emerges between the two areas of interest 

within the frame: the Woman in the background and the Carer vacuuming. In this 

example, however, the ambiguity of the Woman standing outside and staring in draws 

more attention and we seek meaning in her presence. It is not until subsequent scenes 

reveal the Woman repeating the same action that her significance is reduced. Through 

The main action taking place is subordinated by distance and nullified by foreground. 
The Dream of the Songstress (2018) 
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repetition, any potential meaning that a spectator might try to assign to the Woman is 

nullified. In this sense, the process of nullification not only took place within the scene, but 

it sometimes stretched over several scenes.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

2.2 (iv) POST PRODUCTION 
 

The final balance of the diegetic and non-diegetic took place in the post-production stage, 

through editing, colour-grading and sound design. Once again, the process of nullification 

determined what choices were made. As I have previously alluded to however, what 

became increasingly significant about this process of nullification was that the more this 

technique was applied, the less it would take for an element within the mise-en-scène to 

draw attention to itself. In this respect, I was constantly fighting the abundant nature of 

the film and it was within this process that I began to realise where the movement from 

abundance to sparse were taking place. Schrader’s (1972) version of this movement is 

required to develop over the course of the film in preparation for an expression of the 

Transcendent; but in a secularised-transcendental style, no such preparation is required. 

Instead, this movement exists as a result of the process of nullification that is constant 

throughout the film. The tension that emerges between the abundant and sparse means is 

thus regulated by the degree in which the filmmaker works to nullify meaning within the 

frame. The feeling of instability that results in this tension appears to conspire with a 

feeling of disconnect evoked in the detached performance; the ensuing disparity exists only 

to be accepted or not in the final moments of the film. In The Dream of the Songstress, what 

Foreground action is subordinated by a Woman placed outside. 
The Dream of the Songstress (Nathan, 2018) 
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becomes the moment of stasis is expressed in the final shot when the Carer walks away 

from the Woman who shows no signs of ever being able to accept that her dream has come 

to an end. In many ways, the moment of stasis is expressed in the woman’s inability to 

move on. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Through this research I conclude that the transcendental style in film—a theological 

theory that Schrader (1972) claims to demonstrate how certain films are expressive of the 

Transcendent—has something to offer a secular filmmaker. By unpacking the 

transcendental style, I have been able to retrace much of Schrader’s theory back to its 

origins and associate it to other related cinematic styles, such as those of slow cinema and 

Brechtian alienation. Bazin’s (1967, p. 9-16) criticism on religious films helped to 

contextualise the transcendental film and Deleuze’s (1989) theory of time-image 

introduced the concept of the irrational cut as a way in which a filmmaker is able to 

distance the spectator and draw them away from the narrative. This undertaking has 

opened up ideas and concepts that have tended to remain hidden under the current 

religious connotations usually associated with the transcendental style. Intrinsic to 

Shrader’s theory of the transcendental is the concept of cinematic praxis—to demonstrate 

how gaps of knowledge can be created in a film—and hierophany—which establishes how 

an image can convey more than one meaning. Other aspects of Schrader’s theory—such as 

the movement from an abundant means towards a sparse means—are initiated through a 

range of de-symbolising and distancing techniques. It is not until this aspect of the 

transcendental style is viewed through the lens of Bordwell’s theory of parametric 

narrative, however, that we can truly understand how the stylistic choices at play are 

capable of creating meaning outside the diegetic. This new non-diegetic value emerges as 

the foundation on which the secularised-transcendental style is based. Through the 

creative-practice research process of developing and producing The Dream of the Songstress, 

it was imperative that for the non-diegetic value to exist, no one element within the mise-

en-scène should appear more dominant than another. This included all aspects of art 

direction, performance, music and shot composition. I now refer to the technique 

employed to mitigate all meaning from the mise-en-scène as a process of nullification. 

What was most interesting with this procedure was that once a dominant element was 

nullified, another element—or sometimes several other elements—emerged as the new 
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dominant feature(s). Quite paradoxically, the process did not dilute the mise-en-scène, but 

in many cases produced a richer image in terms of introducing a non-diegetic meaning. 

The degree in which the process of nullification is applied also determines the amount of 

tension that exists between the abundant and sparse means; the more rigorous the process 

of nullification, the more tension is created. The uncertainty that develops as a result of 

this, distances the spectator and denies them access to any diegetic meaning. Unable to 

engage with the film on an emotional or psychological level, the spectator is encouraged to 

adopt a cognitive viewing position, in an attempt to reconcile a lack of narrative with a 

sense of profound meaning, indicated by the mise-en-scène. The benefits of creating a 

sense of new meaning—albeit an unknowable meaning that is not reliant on the narrative, 

nor a religious interpretation—is ultimately left up to the individual filmmaker. The tools 

available in the secularised-transcendental style can also be used to varying degrees to suit 

the requirements of the specific film. In my case, a secularised version of Schrader’s theory 

of the transcendental style allowed me to add a layer of strangeness to The Dream of the 

Songstress that I now consider add an enriching quality to the absurd-fantasy genre. 

 

The secularised-transcendental style—as it has been herewith defined—barely scratches 

the surface of a unique style of filmmaking that has the potential for further growth. Up 

until now, research that I have conducted has been based on Schrader’s definition of the 

transcendental style, to ensure that the non-religious interpretation remains as close as 

possible to the way Schrader intended his religious version to be understood. 

Consequently, continuing research could broaden to include how other filmmakers have 

utilised the transcendental style in a non-religious capacity. Filmmakers that might be 

included in this investigation range from Andrei Tarkovsky (1907-1986), Apichatpong 

Weerrasthakul (1970-) and Terrence Malick (1943-) to the likes of Roy Andersson (1943) 

and Bela Tarr (1955-). A further developed secularised-transcendental style, I believe, has 

the potential to intersect with a broader area of research that deals with the similarities 

between cinema and religion; specifically, the ways in which both deal with the creation of 

spaces that help us make sense of the world in which we live. In this context, future 

research might ask how can a secularised-transcendental style can play a role in facilitating 

the creation of such spaces? 

 

Finally, as a result of this current undertaking, I feel more confident as a filmmaker and as 

a director with the degree of control I now have over the mise-en-scène. The process 
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undertaken to determine a secularised-transcendental style has facilitated a deeper 

understanding of who I am as a filmmaker. Furthermore, a secularised-transcendental 

style has not only provided me with the necessary tools to be more deliberate in terms of 

my own secular filmmaking but has offered me the ability to express a world that I believe 

is unknowable, and one that should not be taken for granted. 
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APPENDIX 
 

The techniques utilised in slow cinema constitute stylistic choices made in transcendental 

style films. Consequently, they will become crucial during the production stages of a 

secularised-transcendental-styled film. In the introduction of his re-published book, 

Schrader (2018, p. 11-16) lists some well-established techniques as follows: 

 

 

TECHNIQUE IMPACT IN A TRANSCENDENTAL STYLE FILM 

Wide-angle shots These not only show the actual event, but the world that exists outside the 

event. This could include other characters not directly involved with the 

event and who are going about their own day-to-day. The wide-angle 

shots—unlike the tighter shots—do not direct the spectator’s gaze and 

allows them to survey the frame as they please.  

A static frame In addition to being used in the final stage of stasis, this can be used in a 

variety of ways. In conjunction with the long take, a static frame can draw 

additional attention to duration to evoke further interrogation from the 

spectator. The static frame can also be used for various effects by the way 

a filmmaker composes an event. Consider an event that takes place in the 

centre of a frame to one that is butted up against the edge of a frame. 

Minimal coverage Refers to limiting the number of shot angles used to visually describe an 

event. In the case of a two hander (two characters talking to each other), 

instead of using a wide establishing shot—a tighter two-shot and then over 

shoulder reverse shots on each character—coverage might be reduced to 

just one shot. Minimal coverage helps to subordinate the narrative by 

reducing the focus on events and characters. 

Images preferred  

over dialogue 

Encourages the spectator to adopt an observational perspective. It can 

make a scene, however, appear slower than if it were filmed with dialogue. 

In some cases, a lack of dialogue prevents characters from revealing how 

or what they are thinking and feeling. 

Non-acting and 

minimal movement 

Renders the characters inexpressive and reduces the capability of the 

spectator to interpret what is going on beyond the actual task being 

carried out by the character. This adds to an overall slowness and 

encourages the spectator—if they are interested in doing so—to second-

guess a character’s motivation. 
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In addition to disrupting the spectator’s normative cinematic viewing experience, Schrader 

(2018, p. 15) claims that these techniques are able to perform a distancing function by 

contributing to an overall flatness, both visually and narratively speaking. This acts as a 

type of screen, or distancing device, that reduces the spectators’ access to the narrative.  

 

 

TECHNIQUE IMPACT IN A TRANSCENDENTAL STYLE FILM 

Offset Edits Refers to cuts that take place out of synchronicity from the events being 

covered. This includes the irrational cut (discussed earlier) and can be 

utilised to disturb a film’s rhythm. 

Repeated 

compositions 

Identical shots that are repeated throughout the film will draw attention to 

themselves and can be used to highlight an idea—or as we will later see—

renders the idea insignificant. Closely related is; 

Doubling Which includes the ‘unnecessary reiterated information (Schrader 2018, p. 

16).  Schrader (1972, p. 71) cites an example from a scene in Pickpocket 

(1959), when we see Michel make an entry in his diary about entering the 

lobby of a bank and sitting down. At the same time, Michel speaks out the 

word being written down in voice over. Then in the following scene, we 

see Michel entering a bank and sitting down. 
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